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This paper presents new field data and a phonetic analysis ofNasa Yuwe, also known 
as Paez, an indigenous language in Colombia, South America. Within the rich sphere of 
Colombian indigenous languages, Nasa Yuwe is estimated to have around 75,000 speakers, of 
which a significantly smaller portion is monolingual, making it the second largest endangered 
language in the country (Ethnologue). Despite acknowledgement of its endangered status for 
the last three centuries, there has been minimal work done on the language until recently, and a 
detailed phonetic analysis is missing from the current body ofliterature. This paper attempts to 
fill that gap with a detailed overview of the vowel and consonant systems, with data supplied 
by recent fieldwork on a speaker of the language. Special attention is devoted to vowels with 
analysis including formant measurements, short and long contrastive measurements, devoicing, 
and vowel frequency. Further attention is devoted to VOT analysis, stress in disyallbic words, 
and the loan phonology ofthe language. Nasa Yuwe borrows and transform a variety of 
Spanish lexical items. For example, the Spanish [sabado] "Saturday" undergoes transformation 

into <sapatu> [ sapatu] . This transformation illustrates devoicing of intervocalic consonants 
along with vowel raising. By analyzing the loan phonology in detail, the paper attempts to 
better understand the historical relations between Spanish and Nasa Yuwe as well as the current 
state of interaction between the two languages. This analysis, combined with the other phonetic 
and phonological studies in this paper, will add to the existing literature a first step in 
documenting and understanding in a scientific and quantitative context the overall consonant 
and vowel structure of the language. To better contextualize Nasa Yuwe, this paper also 
embeds sound files of the individual elicitations so as to help the reader gain a more intuitive 
understanding that could not be conveyed through written word alone. It is hoped that this study 
will be useful to indigenous efforts to preserve and propagate the language through social and 
cultural activities in Colombia as well as serve as a contribution to the greater linguistic 
community. 

This project would not have been possible without the generous support of my mentors and friends. 
Among those I would like to thank are K. David Harrison, who got me interested in endangered languages in 
the first place and served as a wonderful project manager who kept me going even when prospects looked 
slim; Jeremy Fahringer and Nathan Sanders for their bright company and helpful technical support; Pedro 
Cuellar for putting me in touch with several Colombian researchers; Pedro Tulio Marin Silva for keeping me 
company on the field as well as well as providing his office and home to work in; Maria Emilia Montes 
Rodriguez for putting me in touch with Francy Yanet; and finally Francy Yanet herself for her constant 
dedication to seeing the elicitations through despite her busy schedule. I am also indebted to the 
Swarthmore College Fellowships Committee who awarded me a Joel Dean Summer Research Fellowship in 
spring 2013 which made my travel to Colombia possible. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 The Nasa and Nasa Yuwe 

Colombia, located in the northernmost area of the South American continent and home 

to a diverse array of climates, is home to a large variety of indigenous languages. Individual 

estimates vary, but there is an overall consensus that the country holds upwards of 60 

indigenous languages. Ethnologue puts the number at 84 living languages while other sources 

claim that "there are 63 languages spoken in Colombia nowadays, belonging to 13 linguistic 

families" (Lastra 261). Although Ethnologue also lists only 13 Colombian languages to be 

"dying", Colombian linguists estimate that a majority of the currently living languages are 

endangered. This immediate danger of mass language extinction throughout the country may, in 

part, be responsible for the fact that the methodology of Colombian linguistics typically places 

a large emphasis on applied methods over theoretical linguistics. Following this trend, a large 

variety of governmental institutions and universities alike support language documentation 

research (Instituto Caro y Cuervo). 

Due to the large diversity of both languages and dialects created by geographical 

borders, combined with other societal phenomena such as forced native assimilation, there are 

still significant gaps in the descriptive corpus of indigenous languages, and debate among the 

grouping of language families and documentation efforts has increased in recent times 

(Curnow). Many of these sparsely documented languages are highly threatened and 

considerable efforts are constantly being mounted by indigenous peoples and linguists to 

preserve the languages and prevent cultural and linguistic assimilation. In addition to this 

standard language research, there are also numerous efforts from Colombian scholars and 
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native communities alike to create autonomous schooling systems with culturally relevant 

language and communal education, similar to the Zapatista communities in Mexico (Howard). 

Among the Colombian languages formally recognized as threatened is Nasa Yuwe, or 

Paez, as it is known in Spanish. The language belongs to the larger group of people collectively 

known as the Nasa (meaning "people" in the language). With a 2007 population estimate at 

40,000 speakers and an ethnic population at 119,000, the majority of the Nasa belonging to the 

younger generation use Spanish as their primary language, reinforced in schools and other 

public institutions, and as a result the native language population is dwindling considerably 

from generation to generation (Ethnologue ). Other estimates state that there are approximately 

"80,000 Paez [who] live in dispersed settlements located at different altitudes, ranging from 

1000 to 3500 meters above sea level" (Rappaport 28). Despite the fact that the current 

government of Colombia legally prescribes the space in which reservations are distributed, "the 

Paez of southern highland Colombia maintain hegemony over this space through a set of 

practices and activities which crosscut economic, social, political, and ideological domains as 

well as levels of social integration" (Rappaport 27). All in all, it is an intricate political situation 

made more complicated through economic development and guerilla warfare. 

Many of the Nasa people live primarily in government sanctioned reservations, and 

specific vocabulary items in the lexicon have arisen alluding to this fact, such as [tute nas~] 

"governor of the reservation" (Gerdel and Slocum). These reservations, "political units which 

communally own inalienable land and supervise the distribution of usufruct rights among their 

members," are primarily in Central Cordillera in the northeastern portion of the department of 

Cauca, with the main settlement area being known as Tierradentro (Rappaport 28). Other 

community centers can be found along Cauca' s Pacific coast as well as in the central Caqueta 
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lowlands (Rappaport 28). Within these reservations and elsewhere the Nasa people continue 

their cultural traditions, which Colombian linguists and ethnographers alike take care to attend 

and document, especially with video and photographic research. The native communities that 

exist throughout Colombia are concentrated primarily in the remote Cauca region near the 

central Andes range ("Instituto Caro y Cuervo"). 

Fig. 1. Map of Colombia, with the focal point of the Nasa community, Tierradentro, highlighted. 

The Nasa Yuwe language and culture dates back beyond pre-Columbian times 

(Rappaport 27). Many of the early efforts at documentation, beginning with the first-known 

effort at a vocabulary list in and grammatical sketch in 1777, were conducted with the primary 

purposes of evangelization and conversion to the Spanish language (Castillo y Orozco). 
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Fig. 2. A page from Eugenio del Castillo y Orozco 's eighteenth century work. There are several examples of words which, as can be 

discerned from the orthography, appear to have not exhibited much change in both Gerdel and Slocum 's work and the 2013 elicitations in 

this paper, such as mf tJl <chich> "meat" and [iji?me] <chime> "white" (1983). 

Scholarship about the classification and historical typology ofNasa Yuwe has been 

contentious. Beuchat and Rivet considered the "Barbacoan" and "Ntezan" languages to be part 

of the Macro-Chibchan or Chibchan-Paezan families (1910). This, based upon an eighteenth 

century vocabulary list for a language then described as Moguex, became the standard for the 
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majority of the twentieth-century interpretations of classifying South American indigenous 

languages, appearing all the way up to 1996 and beyond (Greenberg). Despite the wide 

consensus throughout this time some scholars, such as Landaburu, have contested this analysis, 

and contend that "Paez (and its variants) seems to be an isolate language" (1993). Curnow has 

argued that, through a morphological and typological comparison study, Moguex was a fake 

language which for whatever reason was a compilation of vocabulary from various Colombian 

indigenous languages at the time (1998). The current consensus is that Nasa Yuwe is the sole 

member of the Paezan family; Ethnologue's online page for the Paezan family links only back 

to its page for Paez. 

An agglutinative language with an SOV word order, Nasa Yuwe shows a noticeable 

influence in the lexicon by Spanish but little absorption of native Spanish grammar (Gerdel and 

Slocum). The language, as well as the culture of the Nasa people, places considerable emphasis 

on kinship terms and other terms in reference to the modem indigenous placement of speakers. 

Efforts at conservation have increased within the last 60 years, with researchers such as 

Grendel and Slocum spending upwards of a decade living with the Nasa community and 

producing a dictionary, a grammar, and several children's learning materials ("Lenguas y las 

culturas de Colombia"). The extent of this work has been limited to the standard dialect of 

Cauca, however, and as will be described in the work to follow, many of the grammatical and 

particularly lexical items exhibit differences between the previous documentation work and the 

present (Emilia Rodrigeuz, personal correspondence). Current researchers at the Universidad 

Nacional de Colombia, such as Pedro Marin Tulio Silva, among other researchers like Tulio 

Rojas, have begun conducting dialect studies in different regions across Colombia as of 

summer 2013. There has also been an increase in recent years of native Nasa linguists attaining 
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academic positions in established universities, such as Abelardo Ramos, as well as other Nasa 

linguists starting indigenous education, who have taken a keen interest in documenting the Nasa 

Yuwe language. The speaker found in this paper is also one of them. 

1.2 The Recordings and the Speaker 

The example recordings embedded in this PDF were the result of a series ofword 

elicitation recordings I conducted in the summer of2013. I first began work on Nasa Yuwe in 

fall2012, transcribing the printed content ofGerdel and Slocum's 1983 dictionary with the 

purpose of online publication under the Living Tongues paradigm for Online Talking 

Dictionaries for endangered languages. I continued my work by organizing the dictionary into 

semantic categories, along with other miscellaneous duties, and I wanted to continue to be a 

part of the online dictionary's development. Receiving a Swarthmore summer research abroad 

fellowship with the purpose of collecting as many spoken word tokens as possible for upload to 

the dictionary, I traveled to Bogota, the capital city of Colombia. With the help of several 

Colombian linguists and researchers, I found myself working primarily in the Universidad 

Nacional de Colombia, a prestigious university known for its Linguistics department. I also 

worked with the Instituto Caro y Cuervo, a government research institute which "has a long, 

prestigious history of research in Spanish focusing primarily on linguistic and literary aspects" 

(Lastra 262). 

With the help of Professor Emilia Maria Montes Rodriguez of the Universidad 

Nacional, I was put in touch with a native Nasa Yuwe speaker and conducted recordings at the 

campus' Edificio de Lingliistica. The recordings were made with a portable recorder, the 

Olympus DS-3400, and were organized and segmented on a Dell laptop in the field with Sony 

Vegas Video 7.0, with minor touch-up work for publication purposes conducted on Praat 
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software. The main purpose of my trip was to collect a corpus for the development of an Online 

Talking Dictionary (http://talkingdictionary.swarthmore.edu/Paez/). Over the course of four 

days, I spent approximately many hours with the speaker and collected 1,033 usable words for 

the online dictionary, with an assortment of other words that have been excluded from the 

collection due to inferior sound quality caused by extraneous background or because of 

redundancy with previous lexical items. The lexical source used for the recordings was Grendel 

and Slocum ' s 1983 print dictionary based on the standard Cauca dialect. 

The speaker is Francy Yanet (b. 1993), who learned Nasa Yuwe as her second (L2) 

language around age 7, with Spanish as her native (L1) language. She is from Calderas, and as 

a result she speaks a dialect distinct from other Nasa in Tierradentro as well as the print 

dictionary used as reference. When I first started working with her she told me that she wanted 

me to be very explicit about this point to avoid having her dialect confuse other Nasa expecting 

the Cauca dialect when looking at the online dictionary. This explains the frequent deviation of 

her recorded versions from the written (orthographic) versions. She is currently working with 

the Universidad Nacional to teach a course on Nasa Yuwe and plans to continue working with 

Colombian linguists and scholars for the preservation of the Nasa Yuwe language. She speaks 

Nasa Yuwe predominantly with her family and her students at the university where she has just 

begun to teach introductory courses to the language. 
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Fig. 3. Map showing the distance from Tierradentro (A) to Calderas (B), a drive around 12 hours. 

2 Illustration of Basic Phonological System 

2.1 Consonants 

As illustrated in Tables 1 and 3, Nasa Yuwe is currently considered to have 38 

phonemic consonants and 4 vowels with nasalized variation, as well as contrastive length 

variation (Gerdel 1990). The following consonant table is Gerdel's revised 1990 inventory: 

Bilabial Alveolar Alveo-palatal Velar-Glottal 

Stops pb td ty dy kg 

~ 

ti Affricates ts 

Palatal <J>, p s, z f , 3, 3y X, y, Xy 
Fricatives 

Nasals m n nY 

Lateral I JY 
Approximants 

Liquids/Glides w J ? 

Table 1. Gerdel' s Phonemic Consonant Chart 
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I have been unable to verify the existence of Gerdel ' s assertion that voiced onset stops 

without prenasalization exist in the language, since I elicited no such recordings. The only 

exception to this is the !ti l phoneme which appears consistently in the recorded corpus as listed 

in Appendix F (1990). Examples of this divide between the dictionary corpus and the oral 

corpus can be found in words like [ndukja] <ducj-, ducje-> "to deliver", since they are 

attributed to have no prenasalization in the orthography but display it in the recordings 

prominently, as seen in Figure X (Gerdel and Slocum 20). Only a handful of these 

prenasalizations are recognized in the dictionary orthography, such as <mdyii> " inside" (1983). 

Another discrepancy with the dictionary orthography is that it does not seem to 

distinguish between [b] and [ v ], with all written instances of <v> being recorded in the oral 

corpus as a [b] instead. This is apparent in the orthographic minimal pair <byuu altai> 

"gold altar" and <vyuu bej> "gold metal" in which the oral recordings ofboth <byuu> and 

<vyuu>, both sharing the same meaning of "gold", are orally rendered as [liu:]. This is not 

necessarily surprising, as Spanish orthography includes <b> and <v> despite the fact that there 

is no difference in pronunciation between the two letters (Rae). As such, it would be expected 

that a writer who does not make distinction between <b> and <v> in Spanish would carry that 

over when transcribing another language. Nevertheless it is certain that [ v] exists in the 

language as illustrated by words like [ vite] "other." 

My final proposed addendum to the understanding of the relationship between the 

previously used Nasa Yuwe orthography and the state of current phonology as per my records 

is that [g] does not exist in the corpus without prenasalization by [IJ] , effectively turning the 

entire sound into [IJ] ; even within Gerdel and Slocum ' s dictionary a <g> only happens without 
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delineated prenasalization by <n> right after a glottal stop<'>, but several of those words 

recorded show no evidence of voicing when put under phonetic analysis (1983). The use of [IJ] 

instead of [ n] is determined by both ear and the deduction that a velar nasal would naturally 

precede a velar stop. This is akin to the word-initial prenasalization of[ d] with [ n ], as this 

would be expected given that they are both alveolar consonants, and the prenasalization of [b] 

with [ m ], given their bilabial quality. 

With this in mind, I propose the following changes to the consonant chart. Extra 

prenasalizations and affricated phonemes have been added, along with the addition of[IJ], [h], 

[9], [A:], [Jl], much ofwhich come from the extra column labeled "Palatal." These phonemes are 

added due to their minimal pair distinction and notable presence in the language (see Appendix 

F for a fuller gloss). The original phoneme [IY] has also been switched out in favor of the 

normal palatal lateral approximant as I was unable to hear the phoneme in all of the word 

elicitations I collected. I would also like to emphasize that this chart is essentially based on the 

idiolect of a single speaker, and that the number of elicitations recorded does not currently seem 

to be adequate for absolutely determining the relationship of phonemes to allophones in the 

language. More phonological research must be done before such claims can be made more 

assertively: 
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Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Alveo-palatal Velar-Glottal 

Stops p mb Ji t nd ndj k l)g 

~ 

ij' Affricates ts 

Palatal Fricatives f s, nz 9 I X 

Nasals m n J1 

Lateral Approximants 1 A 

Liquids/Glides w j h, ? 

Table 2. My proposed phonemic inventory based on Francy Yanet's Elicitations 

2.2 Vowels 

The following is a table ofNasa Yuwe vowels taken from Gerdel 1990: 

Front Back 

High i i u Ci 

Low ee a a 

Table 3. Gerdel's Vowels 

One item of note from this vowel list is the presence of a symmetric system of nasalized 

and non-nasalized vowels. According to the UCLA Phonological Segment Inventory Database 

(UPSID), which contains typological recordings for 451 languages, languages with nasalized 

inventories up to 4 vowels or diphthongs number up to 26, or 5.76% of the languages in the 

database. In the World Atlas ofLanguage Structures (WALS) sample of264languages, 

contrastive nasalization is noted to occur in 64 languages, about a quarter of the sample (Hajek). 

Nasa Yuwe, having the same number of nasal vowels as oral vowels, is in the minority of the 
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W ALS database, as "the number of contrastive nasal vowels in a language is often less than 

that of oral vowels-approximately 60% of our sample shows this pattern" (Hajek). Nasa Yuwe, 

which is not part of the database used in the WALS chapter, would also join the list of the 

sixteen languages in the sample which have a four-way contrast between oral and nasal vowels 

(Hajek). This length contrast is proven in Appendix G. 

There exists no /u:/ in the dictionary corpus, and less than five have been found in the 

Francy Yanet corpus (Gerdel and Slocum). Given that Francy is technically an L2 speaker of 

Nasa Yuwe, it may be surmised that she has lost some contrastive nasalization or nasalized 

features. For example, there are words like [katsa] <katsa> "coati" and [kajp] <cajpy> 

"rabbit" which display nasalization in the dictionary's orthography but are not pronounced with 

nasalization by Francy. 

In theW ALS chapter on vowel quality inventories, a standard for establishing what 

belongs in a vowel inventory and what does not is set: "long and short variants of the same 

vowel are always counted once, nasalized vowels do not add to the inventory as long as a non

nasalized counterpart occurs, and so on" (Maddieson). Abiding by these rules we can determine 

the following chart: 

Front Back 

High 1 u 

Low e a 

Table 4. Updated Vowel Qualities 

As a result of following the prescribed W ALS paradigm, although there are fifteen (and 

theoretically sixteen) contrastive vowel formations, my chart only includes four qualities. 



2.3 Syllabic Structure 

The following structures are adapted from Gerdel 1990"~ : 

VC "~ [us] "bean" 

vee [utx] "batata" 

VCCC <e?xky> "firewood" 

CV "~ [tape] "wide" 

eve "i" [Ialfl " loose" 

CVCC <muhm> "bamboo" 

CVCCC <yatxky> "rope trap" 

CCV "i" [pxCi:] "passionfruit" 

CCVC "i" [pkal] "fish" 

CCVCC "i" [npe?Jl "sister" 

CCVCCC <xytu?kx> "to choke" 

CCCV <tyxmi> "corncob" 

CCCVC <kysus> "to mention" 

CCCVCC <tkxu?z> "pacunga" 

CCCVCCC <pkxi?kxy> " lavar" 

Mondelli 14 

Gerdel defines syllabic boundary to occur "in a sequence of two consonants in the 

middle of a word" (1990:19). For example, [pitstakj we] <pitstaky> "young male" is a 

disyallic word (disregarding the extra morphosyntactic [e] that Francy adds) (1990:19). 

t Examples from Francy Yanet's elicitations; the remainder are from Gerdel1990. 
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Generalizing this data, we find that both onsets and codas are optional with both 

accommodating up to 3 consonants. This is represented as (C)(C)(C)V(C)(C)(C), which was 

consistent with the elicitation data. 

3 Focus on Vowels: Various Measurements and Observations 

3.1 Formants 

Formant analysis was conducted on the lexicon with each vowel out of75 tokens. There 

was no statistically significant difference from nasalized vowels to non-nasalized vowels in 

terms of formant positions, as nasalization often affects F1 values. Table 5, as an example, 

shows the F1 and F2 formants for the vowel /u/ and for comparison Table 6 shows equivalent 

information for the vowel /u/: 

lui Fl (Hz) F2 (Hz) 

Oulpe:sa] "land lord" 
404.27 1602.71 

[kulfl "corn" 
497.55 1360.64 

[kus] "night" 
521.62 1199.16 

[u: en] "death" 
506.21 892.59 

[uta] "full" 
504.25 1037.54 

Ou ' Jaw ni:sa] ''j ug" 
458.78 1423.02 

[nasajuwe] "Nasa people" 
504.96 1454.34 

Averages 485.38 1281.43 

Table 5. Formant measurements for lui. 
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/fi/ Fl (Hz) F2 (Hz) 

[fi?] "food" 
485.67 2158.77 

[mfixya] "fellow eater" 
597.3 2291.29 

[fi?we] "flour" 
453.47 2056.63 

[fi?nisa] "editable" 
594.87 2239.47 

[fi?nen] "to cry" 
498.87 2073.75 

Averages 526.04 2163.98 

Table 6. Formant measurements for /u/. 

As is consistent with the formant measurements for the other three sets of vowels, the 

F 1 and F2 data points do not vary much from word to word, although by eye the F2 data points 

vary somewhat more. A paired t-test illustrates these values to not be statistically significant. 

Table 7 shows the average formant measurements for each short vowel while Table 8 shows the 

average formant measurements for each short nasal vowel: 

Vowel Fl (Hz) F2 (Hz) 

[a] (7 tokens) 835.99 1873.07 

[i] (7 tokens) 464.78 2414.56 

[u] (6 tokens) 485.38 1281.43 

[e] (7 tokens) 549.25 2054.39 

Table 7. Average formant measurements for each oral vowel. 
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Nasal Vowel Fl (Hz) [Average] F2 (Hz) [Average] 

[a] ( 4 tokens) 767.6 1684.26 

[I] ( 4 tokens) 455.41 2173.95 

[Ci] (5 tokens) 526.04 2163.98 

[e] ( 4 tokens) 581.51 2208.86 

Table 8. Average formant measurements for each nasal vowel. 

There is little to comment on regarding differences between the formant values for the 

nasal and oral vowels, as everything is as would be expected for these types of values. The only 

noticeable difference is that the F2 value for [u] is nearly 600 Hz higher than [ u ], but this could 

just be a phenomenon in this particular sample and not reflective of a wider phenomenon in the 

language. 

Going beyond measurements done by hand, the following is a plot of the vowel space 

that was created from 75 randomly chosen words using textgrids in Praat and an automatic 

script which grabbed the formant values from the manually designed vowel areas through the 

grid . Although there are some outliers, there are clear patterns that emerge from within the data. 

Three charts of two datasets were made. In the first chart no discrimination was made between 

nasal and oral vowels, although the majority are oral given the unequal ratio of nasal and oral 

vowels in the language (89.74% are oral vowels with 10.26% being nasal vowels; see Section 

3.4 for more details). While the measurements by hand allow for viewing the F1 and F2 values 

with little statistical noise, the benefit of the automated Praat textgrids is that the sample size is 

much larger. Greater size versions of the charts, along with a chart with the logs ofF1 and F2, 

are available in Appendix E. 
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Fig. 4. Computer generated graph of vowel space of oral vowels. 

In contrast, in the following chart, there is a four-way contrast between short, long, 

short nasal, and long nasal vowels. The third chart uses the same dataset but places the formant 

values on a log scale (see Appendix E). 
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Despite the lack of a satisfactory number of data for all of the fourteen distinct tokens 

presented here ([u:] only has two tokens listed, for example, a reflection of its rarity in the 

language), a new clear pattern emerges from the second graph. Long vowels are consistently on 

the outer reaches of the vowel space. This is consistent with previous research on languages 

like Thai, Russian, and Arabic, as well as many others, leading some phonologists to comment 

on the commonality of the occurrence (Abramsom and Ren, Tsukada 133- 136) 

Further research would be needed to see how the speaker compares against other native 

speakers ofNasa Yuwe, and if her regional dialect may reveal differences between her and 

speakers of the more standard Cauca dialect. It may also be estimated that because of the small 

vowel inventory, "the interaction between a dispersion (perceptual contrast) principle and the 

idiosyncratic shape of the universal vowel space" gives rise to larger variability within the 

formant spaces for each vowel, and an L2 speaker like Francy may be more prone to jump 

around the vowel space more (Lindblom) This would support the "belief that vowels can serve 

as more efficient carriers of differences in meaning as they become more dissimilar" 

(Liljencrants and Lindblom 855). 

3.2 Long and short vowel comparison 

Nasa Yuwe has a rich system of long vowels versus the contrastive short vowels. The 

contrast also appears in loan words such as in the [masu]/[ma:su] distinction. In addition, the 

presence of long vowels is also important in the agglutinative system of the verbal 

morphosyntax. The following tables illustrate the difference in the short vowels versus the long 

vowels. Table 5 illustrates the short [a] vowel in both positions of a disyllabic environment, the 

most common environment in the language: 
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[a] Length (s) 

.1 
[uta] "full" 

[tapla] "board" 
.11 

[kapla] "goat" 
.11 

[tfahu:] "pineapple" 
.13 

[apa] "bean" 
.13 

[apja] "to cover" 
.16 

Average length 0.12 

Table 9. Average vowel length of[a] in both disyllabic positions. 

The following table shows [a:] in a monosyllable environment: 

[a:] Length (s) 

[na:] "this" 
.37 

[rna:] "which" 
.37 

[vya:k] "to appear" 
.44 

Average length 0.39 

Table 10. Average vowel length of [a:] in monosyllabic positions. 

The following table shows [a:] in a disyllabic environment: 
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[a:] Length (s) 

[ka:m~] "preparation" 
.35 

[ma:su kwe] "meek" 
.21 

[pla:tu] "cup" 
.24 

Average length .27 

Table II. Average vowel length of [a:] in disyllabic environments. 

Finally, the following table shows [a:] in a trisyllabic environment: 

[a:] Length (s) 

[tla:pit]i] "trapiche" 
.14 

[tla:pit]i] 2nd elicitation .11 

[kma:su] "to tame" 
.19 

Average length .15 

Table 12. Average vowel length of[ a:] in trisyllabic environments. 

As is expected, in general, the more syllables that are added to a word, the shorter a 

long vowel becomes. By the time a word reaches three syllables, a long vowel can shorten to 

nearly the duration of a short vowel in a disyllabic word, which demonstrates an almost 

complete neutralization of cross-comparative length contrast, which is a predictable yet 

interesting phenomenon. 

Table 13 and 14 summarize the average duration of short and long vowels in all 

measured environments: 
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Vowels Length (s) Long Vowels Length (s) 

[a] (6 tokens) 0.11 [a:] (9 tokens) 0.29 

[u] (7 tokens) 0.11 [u:] (7 tokens) 0.24 

[i] (7 tokens) 0.11 [i:] (7 tokens) 0.24 

[e] (7 tokens) 0.1 [e:] (7 tokens) 0.31 

Total short average 0.11 Total long average 0.27 

Table 13. Vowel lengths of short vowels. Table 14. Vowel lengths of long vowels. 

The mean length of long vowels is more than double the mean length of short vowels, 

and this difference is statistically significant (p < 0.01 ). The ratio of average short vowel 

duration to average long vowel duration is 0.41 , which is consistent with many previous 

inquiries into the short vowel to long vowel ratio phonologists and phoneticians in general 

would expect in any given language with the average long vowel length being roughly more 

than twice the length of short vowels. Tsukada, for example, lists Thai at 0.45, Arabic at 0.43, 

and Japanese at 0.39 (132). For Finnish, analyzing the data of mean vowel duration from a 

variety of speakers produces a ratio of 0.48 for nonfinal vowel positions and 0.53 for vowel 

positions (Myers and Hansen 169). For Tuvan, an approximate ratio of 0.35 can be determined 

by a bar graph of short to long vowels in Harrison's dissertation (64). Finally, Hirata 

determines that Japanese "long vowels are 2.4- 3.2 times longer than short vowels when 

minimal pair words are spoken in isolation or in sentences at a given rate examined", with a 

corresponding ratio anywhere from 0.31 to 0.42 (566). 

Further research into a more natural corpus is needed to provide greater context to the 

already existing data, but per previous documentation on Nasa Yuwe my findings are consistent 

with the established paradigm of a significant length contrast in the language. 
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3.3 Devoicing of back vowels in word-final positions 

I theorize that devoicing of primarily back vowels in word-final positions to be caused 

by the presence of glottal stops and long vowels. Words affected by the long vowels 

particularly include words ending in [-s] or [JJ , such as in [ni:s~] "daughter" and [ni:s~ 

"younger daughter" . To illustrate formally: 

V- y I {ViC, V?}. __ 

Minimal pairs supporting this can be found: [ja:seJ "name' contrasts with [jase ju?] 

"holy water" (the [jase] in this case is the descriptive "holy"). Words affected by the glottal 

stop include [pi?tfnas~] "person who accompanies another voluntarily" and [ e?slJ] 

"after". The [ nas~] in the word comes from [nasa] "person", which, when not having a 

glottal stop come previously in the word or utterance beforehand, never devoices in all of the 

language' s common uses of the word. Exceptions to this overall pattern do occur, however, 

such as in [ndiu:s saja:sa] "those who trust in God", in which there is a long vowel directly 

before the [-sa]. The lack of a large amount of data limits the amount of certainty to which 

exceptions can be made to run theoretically against an established pattern. 

3.4 Frequency and Nasalization 

With four main vowels, Nasa Yuwe vowels play a more prominent and varied role in 

the language through nasalization, which effectively doubles the vowel inventory. Minimal 

pairs are difficult to find but do exist in spades, such as [ u?] "food" "to go" and [Ci?] 
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To examine the vowel frequency in detail, I took the written corpus text from Gerdel 

and Slocum ' s dictionary and ran it through the Vowel Frequency and Co-occurrence Calculator 

(http://www.swarthmore.edu/SocSci/harmony/public html/vfcc2.html). As this was limited to 

the written dictionary only, these results do not necessarily match Francy's idiolect, and a more 

complete transcription of the spoken corpus would be required (though the vowel dispersion 

would ultimately mean making arbitrary judgments at certain points as to what to assign 

ambiguous vowels). In addition, the dictionary uses an <o> vowel a handful of times, which 

does not appear in the spoken elicitations. The <o>s in the dictionary are peculiar as there 

seems to be no reason why they were not raised to an [u] from an [o] in Spanish (see Section 5 

for further details on the loan phonology) . This could be explained by transcription error. 

Within the entire dictionary corpus, the vowel frequency is as follows, disregarding the 

long/short contrast: 

Vowel Total Number Frequency 

<e> 2559 21.08% 

<i> 1797 14.81% 

<a> 3515 28.96% 

<u> 3013 24.82% 

<o> 9 0.07% 

Total 10893 89.74% 

Table 15. Frequency of oral vowels. 
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Nasal Vowel Total Number Frequency 

<e> 343 2.83% 

<I> 189 1.56% 

<a> 313 2.58% 

<(i> 399 3.29% 

Total 1244 10.26% 

Table 16. Frequency of nasal vowels. 

Further analysis must be done with the recorded corpus, which, as previously stated, 

has a large amount of deviation from the original dictionary source material. As can be seen, 

nasalized vowels occupy a fairly low amount of the percentage for vowel distribution, 10.26%, 

which is surprising when one listens to the entire set of elicitations, as by first glance it appears 

that nasalization is very frequent. Of course, within those recordings it is ambiguous how much 

environment (particularly environments with an abundance of nasalization as is common in the 

language) influences the nasalization of any given vowel, and whether such nasalization is truly 

contrastive or not and in which situations. Work like this will have to wait until the entirety of 

the Francy Yanet corpus has been carefully transcribed to be useful to this type of analysis. As 

previously stated, Francy ' s technical status as an L2 speaker may have resulted in a diffusion of 

some of the contrastive nasalization features prominent in Nase Yuwe which Spanish lacks. 

4 Consonant Measurements 

4.1 Aspiration Measurements 

Stop and aspiration times were measured in the Nasa Yuwe language. Voice onset time 

was measured in word-initial positions in voiced and unvoiced stops ([p], [k], [t], [b], [g], and 

[d]). The following is an example chart of[k]: 
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[k] VOT (ms) 

[ipj k?at] "side of the stove" 
20 

[tfutfa ku?jni] "dance of the cockroach" 
30 

[kulft tel] "piglet" 
20 

[kpun mbuit]] "soap foam" 
50 

Average [k] 30 

Table 17. VOT of[k]. 

The methodology I used to collect my samples, as can be surmised from the table, is not 

concerned with the environment of the rest of the word- all that matters is that the stop is word

initial. The VOT measurements are very similar to each other, even in voiced initial phonemes 

which we would expect to have an extremely diminished VOT or even a negative measurement. 

This is not the case, however, because Nasa Yuwe does not allow voiced consonants without 

nasal features to start a word - phonotactic constraints demand that a word, if it begins with a 

voiced consonant. In other words, instead of word-initial [b]s the language opts for [mb]. There 

is nearly always a slight pause and then a relatively slow VOT for the voiced consonant during 

these word-initial environments. 

The following, then, is a chart with the mean values ofVOT for all ofthe voiced and 

unvoiced word-initial stops in the language, not including the palatalized variants. They are 

fully voiced throughout the stop. 
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Consonant VOT (ms) 

[p] (8 tokens) 13 

[t] (7 tokens) 13 

[k] (4 tokens) 26 

[mb] (12 tokens) -22 

[nd] (7 tokens) -30 

[l)g] (6 tokens) (Medial) -10 

Table 18. Average VOT of all measured consonants equal to closure duration. 

On a final note, [l)g] never appears word-initial, in neither the dictionary corpus nor in 

the word elicitation recordings, so instead measurements from word-final positions were taken 

for [l)g] only. These measurements, however, do not differ substantially from the rest ofthe 

consonant inventory. In terms of a typological comparison directly adapted from Leigh Lisker 

and ArthurS. Abramsom cross-language study of voicing in word-initial stops, with my 

measurements ofNasa Yuwe added for ease of parsing (391 - 398): 

Language [p] [t] [k] [mb] [nd] [gg] 

Dutch 10 15 25 -85 -80 N/A 

Puerto 4 9 29 -138 -110 -108 
Rican 
Spanish 

Hungarian 2 16 29 -90 -87 -58 

Tamil 12 8 24 -74 -78 -62 

Cantonese 9 14 34 N/A N/A N/A 

English 58 70 80 -101 -102 -150 
(Aspirated) 
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Language [p] [t] [k] [mb] [nd] [gg] 

Eastern 3 15 30 -96 -102 -115 
Armenian 

Thai 6 9 25 -97 -78 N/A 

Hindi 13 15 18 -85 -87 -63 

Marathi 11 0 24 -117 -111 -116 

Nasa 13 13 26 -22 -30 -10 
Yuwe 

Table 19. Cross-typological comparison of VOT for all relevant stops. 

Nasa Yuwe, in comparison to many ofthe other languages, features a VOT of voiceless 

to be consistent with the other 11 languages, being around the same duration. The VOT of 

voiced consonants is also consistently higher (being negative values closer to 0) than many of 

the other languages. The number of tokens used to create the Nasa Yuwe averages, however, is 

relatively small, so further work is needed to confirm the generalities of these findings. 

4.2 Stress in Nasa Yuwe 

In Gerdel's write-up on phonological stress and pitch in Nasa Yuwe, she focused 

mostly on the different manifestations of stress in the complex agglutinative phonology of the 

language (1985). Of nonverbs, "the phonological nucleus, as defined by the occurrence of 

pitch-stress, is always located within the grammatical root" (Gerdel 1985). With two examples 

of stress given, it is a useful section but deserves further substantiation by phonological data. 

Listening to Francy Yanet's elicitations, one would get the impression that Nasa Yuwe 

is, at least, a weak word-initial stress language. To attempt to corroborate this claim, amplitude 

data was taken from disyllabic nouns from the word elicitations. No attempt was made to 

distinguish grammatical roots from their additions, and disyllabic nouns were chosen at random 
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from the recorded corpus. Eighteen total words were measured for amplitude in dB, comparing 

the amplitude of the first and second syllables in each word. A sample of some words is 

provided below: 

Disyllabic word Amplitude of First Syllable (dB) Amplitude of Second Syllable (dB) 

[wala] "big" 
78.65 72.78 

[nasa] "person" 
79.56 66.75 

[uta] "full" 
78.43 73.79 

[Ainu] "Spanish" 
78.11 70.09 

[kut]i] "pig" 
82.74 82.20 

Table 20. Sample of comparison of the ampl itudes of the first and second syllables of disyllabic words. 

For most words, the amplitude difference is enough to be significant, usually from 5 to 

10 dB of a difference. For some, however, there is little to no difference in amplitude, such as 

in the final example from Table 11. Examples that illustrate such a lack of distinction like 

[kut]i] "pig" total to three in the eighteen word sample, and it is ambiguous whether it is a 

fluke of the particular recording, a deliberate choice of the language possibly due to the 

existence of an unknown minimal pair, or, as Gerdel suggests, the [ -Wl might be the 

grammatical root of [kut]i], with the same applying to the other two words that follow this 

pattern. The following is a table illustrating the mean values of these figures: 
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Syllable (17 disyllabic tokens) Average Amplitude (dB) 

First 79.40 

Second 69.12 

Table 21. Average amplitude of first and second syllables of disyllabic words. 

A clear pattern is thus present in the language, which is the illustrated by the favoring of 

word-initial stress in disyllabic nouns (p < 0.01 ). This pattern is also present in the waveforms 

ofthe words, such as the following in the word [wala] "big": 

Figure 12. Visual representation of intensity in [wala] "big". 

Amplitude of nasal versus oral vowels was also measured. The following is a chart 

showing the average mean taken from the highest selection possible given the limited corpus of 

first syllable nasal vowels and oral vowels: 

Vowel Oral Nasal 

[a] 78.69 (6 tokens) 79.64 (5 tokens) 

[i] 72.58 (6 tokens) 76.72 (4 tokens) 

[e] 80.87 (6 tokens) 79.06 (4 tokens) 

[u] 73.65 (4 tokens) 76.03 (5 tokens) 

Table 22. Average amplitudes of oral and nasal vowels. 
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Consistent with what phonetics would typically expect of amplitude differences 

between oral and nasal vowels in same environment conditions, in only one case ([i]) does the 

nasal counterpart show significant, indeed any, increased amplitude over the oral version. If this 

is not the general case in Nasa Yuwe, then the error transcribed here is likely due to the lack of 

a significant amount of elicitation corpus entries to do a statistically proper comparison (as 

noted in Section 3.4, the frequency of nasal vowels is surprisingly low compared to the 

appearance of oral vowels). The rest of the amplitude differences do not reach statistical 

significance. 

5 Transformation from Spanish to Nasa Yuwe- Loan Phonology Analysis 

There is much work to be done on the loan phonology ofNasa Yuwe and its lexical 

influence from Spanish. Out of the total corpus of the Grendel and Slocum print dictionary, 

there are 165 total words formally labeled as "prestamos del espafiol", or words with Spanish 

roots, with a large possibility that there are more within the dictionary that are not designated 

the formal labeling. For example, [ndiu:s] "God" displays a remarkable similarity to 

Colombian Spanish' s [djos] "God", and it is extremely likely that the word was introduced by 

missionaries, but it is not formally recognized as a word coming from Spanish derivation 

(Gerdel and Slocum). Out of the total dictionary corpus, 57 were recorded, with 33 of them 

being an exact match with the print version, 7 being recognizable but slightly different 

variations of the print version, and 17 items completely different with no visible derivation 

from the original loan item. These final words were usually made up of other Nasa Yuwe words, 

agglutinated to form compound larger words. These words are interesting but as they require 

knowledge of Nasa Yuwe morphology will not make up the bulk of analysis here. 
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The dictionary corpus here are a variety of simple transformations that typically occur 

when a loan word from Spanish is transferred into the Nasa Yuwe phonological system. Word

initial vowels before a sibilant are deleted, as in the dictionary example of the Spanish 

[eskwela] "school" to Nasa Yuwe [skwela] (Gerdel and Slocum). Word-initial vowel deletion 

also occurs when the vowel comes before a nasal, but then ifthere a vowel following it 

that vowel is lengthened, as in the Spanish [animal] to Nasa Yuwe [ni:mal] . Intervocalic 

devoicing occurs when there is a lateral approximant in the environment, such as the Spanish 

[tabla] "board" to the Nasa Yuwe [tapla] . The opposite happens in the presence of a voiced 

nasal, however, as in the Spanish [kampana] "bell" to the Nasa Yuwe <cambana>. These are 

the simple transformations with one noticeable change. The transformations, with the exception 

of the voicing/devoicing examples, fit well within the phonotactic paradigms of the language. 

Another change is that of the Spanish [o] , which is non-native in Nasa Yuwe and almost never 

encountered, to the [ u ], which illustrates vowel raising, although is a phenomenon that occurs 

primarily in Gerdel and Slocum ' s dictionary (1983). 

There are other more complex transformations. The Spanish [platano] becomes [pla:nd] 

. This illustrates a vowel lengthening, nasal insertion, stop voicing, and vowel deletion. 

Complex transformations like this typically occur when the first vowel has a stress on it. The 

stress system of Spanish, which differs from Nasa Yuwe and is far more nuanced, is typically 

translated as a long vowel, but because the phonotactic rules of the language do not allow a 

word to end with an unvoiced stop, the stop becomes voiced (Gerdel1990). The movement of 

the nasal can also be read as a simple nasal insertion as well, since the language also does not 

allow a word to end with voiced stop without being preceded by a nasal. Other more complex 
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transformations involve sophisticated movement of other consonants, specifically lateral 

approximants as in the Spanish [alpargata] "espadrille" to [pelgatji]. Other interesting 

transformations include the word-initial voiced stop to lateral approximant transformation, as 

well as a transformation of [ z] into [J1 as in [ durazno] "fruit" to [lafnu] 

Another interesting pair is that of the Spanish [mazo] "mallet" to Nasa Yuwe [masu]. 

Here there is just inter-vocalic voicing as well as the vowel raising. However, the Spanish 

[manso] "meek" to Nasa Yuwe [ma:su] illustrates the same voicing but this time there is vowel

lengthening and nasal deletion. The nasal deletion is especially peculiar as Nasa Yuwe is an 

extremely nasalized language and often, as illustrated in the previous word transformations, 

enjoys inserting or moving of nasals at will. The lack of nasal could be due to other the lack of 

an original voiced sibilant or perhaps the vowel lengthening that happens in Spanish itself in 

natural speech as a result of the nasal, which does not occur in [mazo]. 

8 Conclusion 

As this paper has presented a very brief preliminary phonological and phonotactic 

sketch of the Nasa Yuwe language, there is still much more research to be done. Research into 

the exact differences between the Calderas dialect and the standard Cauca dialect must be 

conducted; there may be phonological phenomena of great importance, which, due to the lack 

of phonological data on the Cauca dialect, may have interesting implications in historical 

linguistics and in the history of Colombia and colonization in South America itself. Further 

study and research into the phonotactics of the language is also needed to further cement Nasa 

Yuwe in the linguistic register and achieve greater linguistic recognition. Hopefully this thesis 

will serve a useful role in future investigations into Nasa Yuwe. 
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Appendix A: Vowel Formants 

/u/ Fl (Hz) F2 (Hz) lui Fl (Hz) F2 (Hz) 

404.27 1602.71 485 .67 2158.77 
[u?] "food " 

497.55 1360.64 597.3 2291.29 

[kutlJ [muxja] "fellow 

521.62 1199.16 453.47 2056.63 
[u?we] "flour" 

506.21 892.59 594.87 2239.47 
[u?nisa] "editable" 

504.25 1037.54 498.87 2073.75 
[u?nen] "to cry" 

458.78 1423.02 Averages 526.04 2163.98 

504.96 1454.34 
nasa 

juwe] "Nasa 
people" 

Averages 485.38 1281.43 

/a/ Fl (Hz) F2 (Hz) 1ft! Fl (Hz) F2 (Hz) 

801.82 1703.19 846.21 1671.9 1 
[w1ika] "crab" 

905.34 1882.19 667.19 1423.62 
[w1ika]2"d elicitation 

788.29 1994.65 797.85 1745.02 

[1itlJ "today" 

796.08 2048.6 841.53 1732.85 
[kas] [1itlJ 2"d elicitation 

774.78 1721.2 763 .82 1835.54 
[kapla] [k1i :s] "nettle" 

"goat" 



/a/ 

(tJapj] 
"cane" 

[a"d' 
ni :sa] "to run 
over" 

Averages 

lei 

[c?] 

[cts]2"d 
elicitation 

Averages 

Fl (Hz) F2 (Hz) 

925.83 1909.89 

859.82 1851.74 

835.99 1873.07 

Fl (Hz) F2 (Hz) 

462.56 1974.08 

457.03 1971.36 

634.05 1962.41 

569.88 2131.79 

576.81 2176.89 

528.71 2122.87 

615.68 2041 .30 

549.25 2054.39 
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Ia! Fl (Hz) F2 (Hz) 

Averages 767.6 1684.26 

lei Fl (Hz) F2 (Hz) 

543 .7 1748.84 
[c:n i] "early" 

601.2 2370.35 
[pejnas] "order" 

6 14.36 2382.26 
[e:pja] "noon" 

566.8 2333.99 
[c:pja]2"d elicitation 

Averages 581.51 2208.86 
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/i/ Fl (Hz) F2 (Hz) Iii Fl (Hz) F2 (Hz) 

501.04 2078.22 456.21 1762.63 

[its] " pig snout" 

432.46 2347.98 442.88 1834.18 

[il<i] "crude" 

455.54 2565 .51 475 .09 2449.22 
[ikl] 2nd elic itation 

475.16 2576.47 447.47 2649.79 

[kinja] "to lower" 

473 .77 2497.22 Averages 455.41 2 173.95 

472.21 24 15.22 

[J1kawas] 
"to 

443 .29 2421.32 

[J1kawas] 
2nd elic itation 

Averages 464.78 24 14.56 
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Appendix B: Vowel Lengths 

[a) Length (s) [a: ] Length (s) 

. I .37 

. II .37 

.II .44 

.13 .35 

.13 .2 1 

.16 .24 

0.12 .14 

. II 

. 19 

.29 

[i] Length (s) [i:] Length (s) 

.09 .25 

"horse" 
. 12 .25 

.13 .26 

. I .17 

.12 .26 

.09 .3 

.14 .2 

"to paint" 

Average . II .24 
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[u) Length (s) [u:] Length (s) 

.09 .21 

.12 .26 

.14 .21 

.14 .18 

.07 .18 

. I .17 

Average . II .43 

Average .24 

[c) Length (s) [c:] Length (s) 

. I .29 

.08 .36 

.06 .42 

. II .3 

.12 .3 

.II .27 

.12 .26 

. I .31 
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Appendix C: Voice Onset Time 

/p/ VOT (ms) rbl VOT (ms) 

13 9 
[penzi] (mba? up] "near a rope" 

"grandmother" 

8 9 
[pa?ja] "to cry" (kpun mbu?ij] "soap 

38 -35 

(pkatfl "until" [mbafija] "to heat up" 

9 9 
[mbela] "candle" 

15 -26 

[pakja] "to mend" [us mbite] "painted bean" 

7 -24 

[pape inas] "to [us mbe] " red bean" 
consult" 

8 -36 
[vju: mbe:] "gold" 

8 -25 

(pi jinas] "person 
who voluntarily goes" 

Average 13 -26 
(mbyu: altai "gold altar" 

-25 

-22 
[kutfmbeka] "corn liquor" 

-20 

[mbakatftepa] "always" 

Average -22 
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It/ VOT(ms) /nd/ VOT (ms) 

10 -38 

[tapla] "board" ("denzj] "sleepyhead" 

18 -26 

("dukja] "to deliver" 

13 -28 

[te] " in" ("dukja]2"d elicitation 

10 -35 

[taw] "strip" ("dulse] "brown sugar 

13 -32 

[tape] "wide" ("d'u:s] "God" 

13 -17 
[tape] "beam" ("d' u: s jat] "church" 

II -35 

[tel] "weaving ("d' u: sa ja:sa] "believer" 
loom" 

Average 13 Average -30 

/kl VOT(ms) /gg/ VOT (ms) 

20 -10 

[fugga] "sp inning top" 

30 -II 

[ju?ggu ju:ja] "to favor" 

20 15 

[kuijl tel] "piglet" [ju?ggu ju:ja] 2"d 

50 -23 

(kpun mbu?ij] [negga] "salt" 
"soap foam" 

Average 30 -13 

-15 

[neggaju?] "broth" 

Average -10 
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Appendix D: Amplitude Measurements 

Disylla bic word Amplitude of First Syllable (dB) Ampli tude of Second Sylla ble (dB) 

78.65 72.78 
[wala] "big" 

82.8 73 .7 
[chjamb wala] "city" 

79.56 70.19 
(,\ ima] "orange" 

78.16 70.09 
[Ainu] "Span ish" 

79.56 66.75 
[nasa] "person" 

76.2 1 71.8 
[apas] "bean" 

81.2 1 75.09 
[fita] "armadi llo" 

77.6 69.55 
[tapla] "board" 

78.44 73 .79 
[uta] "full" 

77.48 75.97 
[spu,\a] "onion" 

80.4 1 78.99 
[capla] "goat" 

72.47 70.0 1 
[bela] "candle" 

79.9 67.62 
(pla:tu] "cup" 

81.39 77.62 
[katsa] "cusumbe" 

81.1 1 75.06 
[nava] "but" 

82.74 82.2 
[kuijl] "pig" 

82.62 72.93 
[wa?ta] "mountain" 

Total 79.4 69.12 



/u/ 

[ul] "snake" 

[juwe] "language" 

[tunsa] 
"drunkenness" 

Average 

lei 

[e?su] "after" 

[elf] "demon" 

[ elfJ "devil" 

[ew] "good" 

Average 

Amplitude (dB) 

77.89 

73.39 

75.23 

68.10 

73.65 

Amplitude (dB) 

83.17 

82.77 

78.67 

79.59 

78.35 

82.69 

80.87 
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lui Amplitude (dB) 

76.03 
[u?] "food" 

68.93 
[muxja] "fellow eater" 

76.92 
[u?we] "flour" 

77.01 
[u?nisa] "editable" 

71.51 
[u?nen] "to cry" 

Average 76.03 

/e 1 Amplitude (dB) 

81.42 
[c:ni] "early" 

76.28 
[pejnas] "order" 

79.73 
[c:pja] "noon" 

78.8 
[c:pja]2"d elicitation 

Average 79.06 
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/i/ Amplitude (dB) Iii Ampl itude (dB) 

72.97 82.43 
[its] " pig snout" 

74.57 74.61 
[ikja] "to kill" [ikl] "crude" 

73.07 75 .57 
[ikl] 2nd elic itation 

74.1 74.26 
(i] "fire" [kin ja] "to lower" 

68.16 Average 76.72 

72.6 

[isaja] "to count" 

Average 72.58 

/a/ Amplitude (dB) 1ft! Ampl itude (dB) 

79.66 77 .97 
[atftel] "loom" (w1ik1i] "crab" 

73.2 1 81.93 
[atiin] "bed" (w1ik1i]2nd elic itation 

78.9 80.54 
[alfini] "hu ng" [aij] "today" 

79.92 80.49 
[akus] "garlic" [aij] 2nd elicitation 

80.36 79.28 
[ape] "squash" [k1i :s] " nettle" 

80.08 Average 79.64 
[a?te] " moon, 

month" 

Average 78.69 
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Appendix F: List of Contrastive Consonants 

The following is list of word that demonstrate all of the contrastive consonants in the 

language. Since this paper focuses on the case study of a single speaker with a relatively limited 

amount ofword elicitations which makes the presence of minimal pairs nearly non-existent. As 

such, the phonemic status of these consonants is based primarily on Gerdel 1990. All phonemic 

work in the paper will be using my original field data to highlight Francy ' s dialect, with 

exceptions in examples used only when necessary and noted appropriately. 

/p/ - [pa?jaja] "to cry" 

rbl - [mbela] "candle" 

;'r:); - [bju altai] "golden altar" 

/t/ -[taw] "strip" 

rdl - ["dulse] "cinnamon" 

rdj/ - ["dju:s] "God" 

/k/ - [kus] "night" 

/l)g/ - [fugga] "spinning top" 

/tf/ - [ ijilfl "meat" 

/m/ - [rna:] "when" 

In/ - [na:] "this" 

/Jl/ - [puf e?] "cafiaduzal" 
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I f/ - [fits] "guinea pig" 

/vI - [ vite] "other" 

/s/ - [ suja] "to destroy" 

rzl - ["zits un] "egg yolk" 

If / - [Jita] "armadillo" 

/x/ - [ximba lu:ij] "young horse" 

I ll - [laij] "loose" 

/w I - [ wala] "big" 

I I./ - [ l..ima] "orange" 

/j/- [jat] "house 

/?/ - [a1te] "moon" 

Its/ - [ wa?ts] "arepa" 

/c;-1 - [tutfa~] "spoon" 

/h/ - [tfahu:] "pineapple" 
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Appendix G: List of Contrastive Vowels 

The following is a list of contrastive vowels in Nasa Yuwe as supported by the Francy Janet 

elicitation data: 

lei - [ ets] "book" 

/e:/ - [pe:nan] "repeatedly" 

lei - [peninas~] "order" 

/e :/ - [e:,<i] "early" 

/a/ - [ape] "squash" 

/a:/ - [rna:] "which" 

/a/ - [ waka] "crab" 

/a:/ - [ka:s] "nettle" 

/i/ - [ij] "fire" 

/i:/- [i:dj] "you" 

Iii- [its] "pig snout" 

/i:/ - [i:ts] "ripe" 

lui - [u?] "to go" 

/u:/ - [lu:s] "rice" 

lui - [u?J "food" 
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